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Success ** (Basic)

Section 1
Choose the best answers.
1. The first person Lilly Tang describes is a very famous __________.





A.
B.
C.

scientist
English teacher
historian

2. Lilly Tang thinks Albert Einstein __________.





A.
B.
C.

inspires Japanese people mostly
should be introduced to students by all teachers
inspires different kinds of people

3. What is Emily Brontë’s first language?





A.
B.
C.

English
French
German

4. Lilly Tang thinks Emily Brontë __________.





A.
B.
C.

is famous because she died young
had her greatest success as a music teacher
was a very talented person who can inspire us

5. When the recording continues, what do you think Lilly Tang would talk about?
Emily Brontë __________.





A.
B.
C.

would have had a different life if she had been born in Hong Kong
may have produced more great works if she had not died so young
put so much hard work into her novel
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Section 2
Choose the best answers.
1. Kit Lee believes __________.





A.
B.
C.

we should find good ways of inspiring students
maths is the best way to inspire students
girls should learn more about famous women

2. Why does Kit Lee say “you know what happened to them”?





A.
B.
C.

The Beatles’ music became popular.
The Beatles didn’t try hard at drawing.
The Beatles learned a lot from Kit Lee.

3. Kit Lee thinks the success stories of famous people __________.





A.
B.
C.

show that only they can succeed
are inspirational
show how lucky they were

4. Why does Kit Lee mention the famous people at the end?





A.
B.
C.

They are not very popular among young people.
They are famous now and not just from history.
They are all interested in computers.

5. At the end of the recording, Lilly Tang would ask Kit Lee __________.





A.
B.
C.

who he thinks the next J.K. Rowling will be
whether he likes Harry Potter
what his favourite success story is
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Section 3
Choose the best answers.
1. Why does Dennis mention Gandhi?





A.
B.
C.

Gandhi was from India.
Gandhi was successful and inspirational.
Gandhi was mentioned on the show.

2. Dennis and Christina decide not to play the show to their students because they
__________.





A.
B.
C.

think history is boring
want to talk to their students about Justin Bieber
do not only wish to talk about famous people from the past

3. Why does Dennis mention Shakespeare?




4.





A.
B.
C.

Shakespeare was good at maths as well as writing.
Shakespeare is a good example of an expert.
Shakespeare practised writing a lot in childhood.

Dennis says __________.
A.
B.
C.

the students won’t like the book by Matthew Syed
people can achieve anything with lots of practice
Mozart was not really as great as his father

5. When the recording continues, what do you think Christina would talk about?





A.
B.
C.

The students can do a project on famous people.
They should cancel the idea of teaching about famous people in history.
The students should learn how to play table tennis.
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